
Stadium has one goal in mind… keeping you safe. 
For more than ten years, Stadium have performed on the world’s 
biggest stages, ensuring that as audiences have been entertained, 
they have shared experiences in a safe and secure environment. 

Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic and the government 
restrictions affecting venues and stadia, we have re-assigned our 
staffing resources to support the national effort.  

The benefits and added value from working in 
conjunction with Stadium include:    

• Bespoke recruitment, vetting and selection processes to suit 
each clients needs.

• COVID-secure procedures, including online interviews, 
eLearning and virtual training, and automated scheduling.

• Streamlined vetting / DBS processes meeting BS7858 (2019) 
standards.

• In-house eLearning platform providing a suite of bespoke 
training modules prior to deployment, including COVID 
awareness training. 

• Virtual inductions and team building, preparing your team for 
deployment.

• Flexible shift planning and resourcing function to meet your 
needs across multiple sites and requirements.

• Automated scheduling managed by our 24/7 Staffing team, 
accessible to our workforce and clients by telephone and email.

• Fully auditable reports supported by virtual timesheets with 
GPS tracking and time stamps.

• All supported by an experienced Senior Management Team 
and a number of specialist systems.
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Roles we provide include:
• Meet and Greet Customer Service Officers
• Queue Coordinators
• Registration Assistants
• Self-Administered Test Assistants
• Processing Operatives
• Results Recorders
• Supplies Coordinators
• SIA Security Operatives
• Car Park Management Operatives
• Traffic Management Operatives 
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Our Clients

Our Vision

Our Mission

Our Values

Keeping you safe

Delivering end-to-end solutions 
to keep the public safe

Quality, Commitment, Teamwork, 
Honesty, Trust and Loyalty

Expertise
We know what we’re doing

Collaboration
We work as part of your team

Solutions
We solve your problems

Experience
We’ve done it many times before

People
We put the right people in place

Our Bespoke ApproachIn July 2020, Stadium quickly mobilised 
support services to multiple COVID-19 test 
centres across the Midlands and London. 
Since then we have scheduled and deployed 
over 250,000 hours of work at LTS, RTS and 
MTU sites.


